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Abstract
We describe herein the combination of electrochemical immunosensors using single-wall carbon
nanotube (SWNT) forest platforms with multi-label secondary antibody-nanotube bioconjugates for
highly sensitive detection of a cancer biomarker in serum and tissue lysates. Greatly amplified
sensitivity was attained by using bioconjugates featuring horseradish peroxidase (HRP) labels and
secondary antibodies (Ab2) linked to carbon nanotubes (CNT) at high HRP/Ab2 ratio. This approach
provided a detection limit of 4 pg mL−1 (100 amol mL−1), for prostate specific antigen (PSA) in 10
μL of undiluted calf serum, a mass detection limit of 40 fg. Accurate detection of PSA in human
serum samples was demonstrated by comparison to standard ELISA assays. PSA was quantitatively
measured in prostate tissue samples for which PSA could not be differentiated by the gold standard
immunohistochemical staining method. These easily fabricated SWNT immunosensors show
excellent promise for clinical screening of cancer biomarkers and point-of-care diagnostics.

Introduction
Sensitive measurement of proteins is a critical need in many aspects of modern biochemical
and biomedical research. Specific applications of protein detection include medical
diagnostics, elucidation of disease vectors, immunology, new drug development, proteomics
and systems biology.1,2 Recent progress in genomics and proteomics has demonstrated the
potential of new bioanalytical technology to contribute significantly to disease diagnosis.3,4
In particular, clinical measurement of collections of cancer biomarkers shows great promise
for highly reliable predictions for early cancer detection.5-9
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Point-of-care protein biomarker screening for early cancer detection will require low cost
techniques to rapidly measure proteins with high selectivity and sensitivity, while maintaining
minimum sample amount and operational simplicity. Modern commercial immunoassays,
including the Abbott IMX,10 Hybritech Tandem E and R,11 Roche Elecsys,12 and optimized
ELISA13 achieve detection limits from 10 to 100 pg mL−1 for many proteins in serum, but
require 50−150 μL of serum. While this amount of sample is not too demanding for serum, it
poses a significant challenge for analysis of tissues. Proof of concept for new, sensitive protein
detection technologies utilizing surface plasmon resonance,14,15 nanoparticles,16,17 or
microcantilevers18 has been reported. Nano-transistors made from nanotubes or nanowires
spanning a gap between two metal contacts19-21 have shown excellent sensitivity for proteins
binding to label-free antibodies. The importance of controlling nonspecific binding in
biosensors using carbon nanotubes has been addressed.22 However, to the best of our
knowledge, performance with real clinical samples has yet to be demonstrated.

Our research team has self-assembled 20−30 nm long terminally carboxylated single-wall
carbon nanotubes (SWNT) into forests23 standing in upright bundles on Nafion-iron oxide
decorated conductive surfaces. The SWNTs forests were fully characterized using polarized
Raman spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy, which confirmed the vertical orientation
of the nanotubes in bundles of 20−100 nm diameter at coverage of >98% of the underlying
solid substrate.25 Efficient, direct electrical communication was achieved between the highly
conductive nanotubes in these forests and peroxidase enzymes bioconjugated to their ends.
24,25 We also attached antibodies to SWNT forest platforms to demonstrate proof-of-concept
immunodetection of a small molecule, biotin,26 and human serum albumin25 in buffer
solutions. Primary antibody on the SWNT sensor binds antigen in the sample, which in turn,
binds a peroxidase-labeled antibody (Scheme 1A). Amperometric signals are developed by
adding small amounts of hydrogen peroxide to a solution bathing the sensor to activate the
peroxidase electrochemical cycle, and measuring the current for catalytic peroxide reduction
while the sensor is under a constant voltage.25,26

In this paper, we report a novel amplification strategy for SWNT immunosensors and
applications to the detection of a cancer biomarker in real biomedical samples for the first time.
While label-free strategies are attractive in that they eliminate the need for antibody labeling,
herein we pursue a multi-label strategy that provides advantages of enhanced sensitivity and
selectivity, the latter by virtue of requiring two specific binding events for detection.6 Greatly
amplified sensitivity was achieved by using bioconjugates featuring horseradish peroxidase
(HRP) labels and secondary antibodies (Ab2) linked to multiwall carbon nanotubes (CNT) at
high HRP/Ab2 ratio to replace singly labeled secondary antibodies (Figure 1B). This resulted
in a detection limit of 4 pg mL−1 (100 amol mL−1) for prostate specific antigen (PSA) in 10
μL undiluted calf serum. PSA in human serum was measured with SWNT immunosensors with
±5% accuracy for human serum samples compared to a referee ELISA method. PSA in laser
microdissected cancer cells from prostate tissue was measured more quantitatively than
possible by the gold standard immunohistochemical method.

Experimental Section
Chemicals and Materials

Horseradish peroxidase (HRP, MW 44 000), lyophilized 99% bovine serum albumin (BSA)
and Tween-20 were from Sigma/Aldrich. Monoclonal (Mouse) primary anti-human prostate
specific antigen (PSA) antibody (clone no. CHYH1), tracer secondary anti-PSA antibody
(clone no. CHYH2) with and without HRP conjugation, and PSA standard in calf serum were
obtained from Anogen/Yes Biotech Lab, Ltd., antibodies are specific to t-PSA. Recombinant
human PSA standard in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) were obtained by the methods
described below. Human serum and prostate tissue samples from patients were obtained
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anonymously from the National Cancer Institute. Single-walled carbon nanotubes (HiPco)
were obtained from Carbon Nanotechnologies, Inc. Multiwalled carbon nanotubes were from
Helix Inc. 2,2′-Azino-Bis(3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) was from Sigma.
Immunoreagents were dissolved in pH 7.0 phosphate saline (PBS) buffer (0.01 M in phosphate,
0.14 M NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl) unless otherwise noted. 1-(3-(dimethylamino)-propyl)-3-
ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) and N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (NHSS) were
dissolved in water immediately before use.

Fabrication of SWNT Immunosensors
SWNT forests were assembled and characterized by AFM and Raman spectroscopy as reported
previously.25 Briefly, SWNTs were first carboxyl-functionalized and shortened by sonication
in 3:1 HNO3/H2SO4 for 4 h at 70 °C.23 These dispersions were filtered, washed with water,
dried, and dispersed in DMF. Abraded, ordinary basal plane pyrolytic graphite (PG) disks
(A ) 0.16 cm2) were prepared for forest assembly by forming a thin layer of Nafion and Fe
(OH)x on their surfaces.23,25 After immersion of these substrates into aged DMF dispersions
of shortened SWNTs, vertically assemblies of SWNTs are formed (forests), which were then
dried in a vacuum for 18 h.

For attachment of primary antibody, 30 μL of freshly prepared 400 mM EDC and 100 mM
NHSS in water were placed onto the SWNT forest electrodes, and washed off after 10 min.
This was immediately followed by 3 h incubation at 37 °C with 20 μL of 2 nmol mL−1 (0.33
mg/mL) primary anti-PSA antibody (Ab1) in pH 7.0 PBS buffer containing 0.05% Tween-20.
The electrode was then washed with 0.05% Tween-20 and PBS buffer. The anti-PSA/SWNT
electrode sensor constructed as described above was incubated for 1 h at 37 °C with 20 μL of
2% BSA + 0.05% Tween-20, followed by washing with 0.05% Tween-20 and PBS buffer for
3 min. Washing steps used here and during PSA analysis were essential to block nonspecific
binding (NSB), and omission of any of the washing steps deteriorated sensitivity.

Production of Recombinant PSA
HEK293T cells grown overnight (10 cm plates) were transfected with 1 μg pSecTag2/PSA
DNA (Invitrogen) using polyfect reagent (Qiagen). Transfected cells were grown initially for
24 h, and then again for a similar period in media without serum. Purification of epitope tagged
(His-myc) containing PSA was done by first collecting condition media from the transfected
cells, centrifuging to remove debris and incubating with equilibrated TALON resin
(Invitrogen) for 20 min at room temperature to bind only His-containing PSA. After this step,
resin was collected by centrifugation, washed, and then transferred to a 2 mL gravity-flow
column. Resin in the column was washed again, and PSA eluted by passing elution buffer
through the column, 500 μL fractions were collected.

For quality assurance, 5 μL of each fraction was analyzed by western blot, and probed for myc
(epitope tag). Fractions with high levels of His-myc tagged-PSA were pooled and concentrated
using Centricon YM30 from approximately 1 mL to 200 μL. The total concentration of PSA
was determined by resolving 5−10 μL of the concentrated fraction on a SDS gel together with
BSA standards, and scanned after staining with Coomassie blue. Using NIH Image software,
only the band corresponding to the molecular weight (44 kDa) of the epitope tagged PSA was
quantified against the BSA standards. Concentration was expressed in ng μL−1.

Laser Capture Microdissection (LCM)27 of Prostrate Tissue
Frozen tissue section slides were stained prior to LCM by briefly fixing tissue sections in 70%
ethanol (30 s), followed by water washes, staining in Mayer's hematoxylin (30 s), rinsing in
70% ethanol, and dehydration with 95−100% ethanol and SAFECLEAR II (xylene substitute;
Fisher Diagnostics, VA). The stained uncovered tissue sections were air-dried and viewed
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through the microscope, and after locating the cells of interest, a CapSure LCM Cap (Molecular
Devices Corporation) was placed over the target area and pulsed with laser to adhere cells to
the cap. After sufficient cell capture, caps were transferred to a 0.5 mL sterile microfuge tube
for immediate processing. For each sample, approximately 1000 cells were captured and
subsequently processed for protein extraction. Briefly, 20 μL T-PER tissue protein extraction
buffer (Pierce) was placed in each tube with the enclosed caps, the tubes were inverted to ensure
that the buffer was adequately dispersed to cover the surface of the caps and vortexed for 10
s, followed by incubation on ice for 10 min. The extraction solution was then recovered by
centrifugation at 14 000 rpm for 2 min, then stored at −80 °C until ready for analysis.

Preparation of the Ab2-MWCNT-HRP Bioconjugates
MWCNTs were functionalized and shortened with 4−6 h probe sonication using a Fisher Sonic
Dismembrator (Model 300) with a titanium microtip (15−338−41) inserted in the center of the
cell and set at 60% power in 3:1 H2SO4/HNO3 (∼70 °C). The resulting dispersion was washed
repeatedly with water and filtered until pH was ∼7. The resulting functionalized, shortened
MWCNTs were then dried under vacuum overnight. This procedure removes metallic and
carbonaceous impurities and generates carboxylate groups on the shortened nanotubes.28,29
Subsequently, 1.5 mg of the functionalized MWCNTs were dispersed in 2 mL pH 7 PBS buffer
and sonicated for 10 min to obtain a homogeneous dispersion, which indicated that the
MWCNTs were well functionalized with hydrophilic carboxylate groups. This dispersion was
then mixed with 1 mL of 400 mM EDC and 100 mM NHSS in pH 6.0 MES buffer and vortexed
at room temperature for 15 min. The resulting mixture was centrifuged at 15 000 rpm for 5
min, and the supernatant was discarded. The buffer wash was repeated to remove excessive
EDC and NHSS. Secondary anti-PSA antibody (Ab2) at 0.005 mg/mL and HRP at 1 mg/mL
were added to the mixture and stirred in a small vial overnight at room temperature (Scheme
2). The reaction mixture was then centrifuged at 15 000 rpm at 4 °C for 10 min, and supernatant
was removed. 1 mL PBS buffer was added to the solid conjugate remaining in the vial, mixed
well, and centrifuged again at 15 000 rpm at 4 °C for 10 min, and the supernatant was discarded.
This step served to remove any free HRP and Ab2 and was repeated 4 more times. 1 mL of
0.05% Tween-20/PBS buffer was added to the bioconjugate precipitate collected, vortexed to
form an homogeneous dispersion, and stored in refrigerator at 4 °C, and diluted by PBS/0.05%
Tween-20 immediately before use. The bioconjugates were characterized by tapping mode
AFM and enzyme activity assays as described in the text.

To avoid problems from slow precipitation of Ab2-MWCNT-HRP bioconjugates, the well
dispersed portion of the supernatant liquid was removed and diluted 10-fold immediately
before use for immuno-sensing. Bioonjugate dispersions were stable for a week at 4 °C as
shown by reproducible signals for PSA standards.

Instrumentation
A CHI 660 electrochemical workstation was used for cyclic voltammetry and amperometry at
ambient temperature (22±2 °C) in a three-electrode cell. Amperometry was done at −0.3 V vs
SCE with the SWNT working electrode rotated at 3000 rpm, as these conditions gave optimum
sensitivity. A Nanoscope IV multimode atomic force microscope and a TA Instruments Q600
simultaneous differential scanning calorimeter-thermal gravimetric analyzer (DSC-TGA)
were used for the characterization of Ab2-CNT-HRP bioconju-gates.

Immunosensor Detection of PSA
Optimized steps in the assay procedure were as follows:

1. The immunosensor, prepared and preincubated with 2% BSA + 0.05% Tween-20 as
described above, was secured in an inverted position and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h
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15 min with a 10 μL drop of serum containing PSA, followed by washing with 0.05%
Tween-20 in buffer and then PBS buffer for 1.5 min each.

2. Next, the inverted sensor was incubated with 10 μL of 4 pmol mL−1 HRP-labeled
anti-PSA antibody (Ab2-HRP) in buffer containing 2% BSA and 0.05% Tween-20 at
37 °C for 1 h 15 min, or 10 μL of Ab2-CNT-HRP bioconjugate (11 pmol mL−1 in
HRP) in buffer containing 0.05% Tween-20 at 37 °C for 1 h 15 min, followed by
washing in 0.05% Tween-20 and PBS buffer for 3 min.

3. The immunosensor was then placed in an electrochemical cell containing 10 mL pH
7.0 PBS buffer and 1 mM hydroquinone. Rotating disk amperometry at 3000 rpm was
done at −0.3 V vs SCE. To develop the amperometric signals, H2O2 was injected to
0.4 mM when using Ab2-HRP, and H2O2 was injected to 0.04 mM when using Ab2-
CNT-HRP.

Results
SWNT Immunosensor Using Conventional Ab2-HRP

Prostate specific antigen (PSA) is a biomarker for prostate carcinoma, and is an established
clinical tool for diagnosing and monitoring the disease.30 We first analyzed undiluted calf
serum containing different amounts of PSA with the SWNT immunosensors with anti-PSA
attached (Figure 1A). Inhibition of nonspecific binding (NSB) was critical to achieve the best
sensitivity and detection limits. Thus, we developed a highly effective blocking procedure
utilizing competitive binding of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and the detergent Tween-20,
and also optimized the concentration of tracer secondary anti-PSA antibody (Ab2-HRP) (see
Experimental Section). Before exposure to the sample, immunosensors were incubated for 1
h with 20 μL 2% BSA + 0.05% Tween-20, then washed with 0.05% Tween-20 in buffer. For
measurements,10 μL undiluted new born calf serum containing PSA was incubated on the
inverted sensor surface, blocking buffer was used to wash, then the sensor was incubated with
10 μL HRP-labeled secondary anti-PSA. The washed immunosensor was then placed into an
electrochemical cell containing the mediator hydroquinone in buffer, and hydrogen peroxide
was injected for signal development (Figure 1A).

The steady state current increased linearly (Figure 1B) with PSA concentration over the range
0.4−40 ng mL−1, encompassing the 4−10 ng mL−1 prostate cancer prediction range for human
serum. Excellent device-to-device reproducibility is illustrated by the small error bars, and
sensitivity of 10.6 nA-mL ng −1 (Figure 1B) was achieved. The detection limit of 0.4 ng
mL−1 as the zero PSA control signal plus three-times the control noise level (Figure 1Aa) was
similar to that obtained for PSA in buffers (not shown). Results indicate that using BSA and
detergent for NSB blocking, and optimizing the concentration of Ab2-HRP is very effective
to minimize NSB in serum.

Control experiment (a) in Figure 1A represents a SWNT immunosensor taken through the full
procedure without exposure to PSA, and the response reflects the sum of residual NSB and
direct reduction of hydrogen peroxide. Other controls are immunosensors with no nanotubes
on bare PG (b) and on the Nafion-iron oxide-coated PG underlayer used for SWNT forests (c),
then exposed to the full assay procedure using 40 ng mL−1 PSA. The response in each case
was 3-fold smaller than that of the full SWNT immunosensor at the same concentration of
PSA, and only a little larger than that of control (a) with no PSA. The significant increase for
the SWNT immunosensor response compared to these latter controls show that the presence
of the vertical nanotube forest provides a significant amplification of the amperometric signal.
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Ab2-CNT-HRP Bioconjugates
A biomaterial bearing multiple HRP labels attached to nanotube segments was developed for
multi-label amplification31,32 to enhance sensitivity. Our approach was to link HRP and
Ab2 to carboxylated multiwall carbon nanotubes (CNT) using the EDC/NHSS protocol25 with
a reaction mixture having a 200/1 HRP/Ab2 molar ratio (Scheme 2). This biomaterial was made
to replace the conventional Ab2-HRP complex. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of
sonicated, carboxylated nanotubes revealed heights of 20∼25 nm and predominate lengths of
0.5−1.5 μm (with some <0.5 μm), compared to pristine CNTs with diameters of 10−30 nm and
lengths of 0.5 to 40 μm before sonication (Figure 2A).

Ab2 and HRP were covalently linked to carboxylated CNTs, by a two-step process. Carboxylic
acid groups on CNTs were first activated using EDC and NHSS,33 which were then removed,
and the CNT material was reacted with amine residues on the proteins. This process avoids
protein cross-linking, which we found to form bundles of the Ab2-CNT-HRP bioconjugates
that may deteriorate detection performance.

Figure 2 shows AFM images of isolated, carboxylated CNTs before and after bioconjugation
with HRP and Ab2. Size analysis showed that the image before bioconjugation had an average
height of 24.5 nm, whereas the images of nanotubes with HRP and Ab2 attached had average
heights of 34.2 nm. The 10 nm increase in height for the bioconjugate nanotubes is consistent
with the average thickness of a monolayer of the major coating component HRP (4.0 × 6.7 ×
11.7 nm, Brookhaven Protein Database) on the 25 nm nanotubes. Furthermore, after protein
binding, globular shapes suggestive of protein aggregates appeared on the side walls of the
nanotubes.

To determine the amount of active HRP per unit weight of CNT and per nanotube length, the
HRP-CNT-Ab2 dispersion was reacted with HRP substrate 2,2′-azino-bis-(3-
ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS)34 and H2O2. The reaction produces a soluble
product with characteristic optical absorbance peak at 405 nm. This was compared to a standard
curve constructed with underivatized HRP, after subtracting the background absorbance of an
equivalent dispersion of underivatized CNTs. The concentration of active HRP in the stock
HRP-CNT-Ab2 dispersion was determined by these enzyme activity experiments to be 4.75
μg mL−1. Simultaneous differential scanning calorimeter-thermal gravimetric analysis was
used to remove HRP and Ab2 from the bioconjugate by heating to 600 °C and this showed the
total mass of CNT to be 0.297 mg mL−1 of dispersion. From these data, the amount of active
HRP was found to be 340 pmol HRP/mg CNT, or 108 pmol HRP mL−1 of dispersion. Using
a model for the nanotubes with 25 nm average diameter, the total number of CNTs of the
estimated 1 μm avg. length was 14 × 1011, and number of active HRP per CNT was estimated
at ∼87 active HRP per CNT. Thus, for the 1 μm average nanotube length, and one bioconjugate
nanotube bound per antigen, we estimate ∼90 catalytic labels per binding event on
immunosensor surfaces. Initial reactant concentrations in making the bioconjugates suggest
∼0.5 Ab2 per 1 μm of CNT. Thus, some nanotubes may not have any Ab2, but they will only
contribute to NSB. Increasing Ab2 in the bioconjugate preparation did not improve sensitivity
of detection limit, and it introduced irreproducibility.

Similar NSB blocking protocols as summarized for Ab2-HRP were followed when using the
Ab2-CNT-HRP bioconjugate (Scheme 1B) to measure response of the SWNT immunosensor
to PSA. Optimization of bioconjugate concentration, a major factor in minimizing NSB, was
done by evaluating the performance of dilutions of the stock Ab2-CNT-HRP using 0.05%
Tween-20. A 10-fold dilution to 11 pmol HRP mL−1 gave the best detection limit. BSA was
not used in the dilution as it was found to deteriorate the detection limit.
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Figure 3A shows the amperometric detection of PSA in undiluted calf serum using the Ab2-
CNT-HRP conjugate with the SWNT immunosensors. Signal intensity was greatly improved
compared to using the conventional Ab2-HRP (cf. Figure 1A). Sensitivity as the slope of the
calibration graph (Figure 3B) was 8430 nA-mL ng−1, ∼800 times higher than with Ab2-HRP.
Improved signal intensity led to a measured detection limit as 3 times the average noise above
the zero PSA control of 4 pg mL−1 in a 10 μL sample, for a mass detection limit of 40 fg. This
is at least an order of magnitude better than any commercial PSA assay, for which mass
detection limits are ≥700 fg. Control experiments showed that the signal from immunosensors
based on bare PG or PG covered with Nafion-iron oxide underlayer is still 2.5 times smaller
than SWNT immunosensor, again showing the advantage of SWNT forests in the
immunosensor design. Comparison of the zero PSA control with the current from direct
reduction of H2O2 suggested that residual NSB of the Ab2-CNT-HRP bioconjugate is
controlling the detection limit.

Measurement of PSA in Human Serum
Serum samples from cancer patients and cancer-free subjects were used to assess the accuracy
of the immunosensor for real biomedical samples. Serum PSA within 4−10 ng mL−1 is the
“diagnostic gray zone”, which predicts that the patient has significant probability of prostate
carcinoma.35 SWNT immunosensors were used with the conventional Ab2-HRP, which gave
a linear response in this PSA concentration range (Figure 1B). Five clinically acquired human
serum samples with varying PSA content were tested, and results are shown along with PSA
standards in calf serum at comparable levels (Figure 4A). To evaluate the accuracy of using
calf serum for the standards, standard addition, which minimizes errors from matrix effects,
was done by adding three aliquots of PSA serum standard and extrapolating to the x-axis
(Supporting Information, Figure S1). Samples were also analyzed by a standard ELISA
method.

Comparison of immunosensor results with ELISA assays resulted in excellent correlations, as
shown by the linear relationships in Figure 4B. Correlation coefficients for both direct and
standard addition immunosensor results with ELISA were >0.999, and the slopes of the
correlation graphs were close to one. The average accuracy of the immunosensor determination
was (5% compared to ELISA. These results confirmed the validity of using undiluted calf
serum in standards for SWNT immunosensor determination of PSA in human serum.

Amplified Detection of PSA in Human Prostate Cancer Biopsies
PSA is expressed in normal prostate tissue as well as in other carcinomas. While the present
system of scoring tissue protein expression semiquantitatively by immunohistochemistry has
been very useful,36,37 the potential to measure protein expression more precisely in tissue
samples may improve diagnosis and prognosis of disease processes occurring in tissue, as well
as detect therapeutic targets. To explore this potential with the SWNT immunosensors using
the Ab2-CNT-HRP bioconjugates, we tested prostate tissue lysates (see the Experimental
Section). As seen in Figure 5, PSA was easily measured in approximately 1000 cancer cells.
The signal from tumor cells was 2−6 times larger than the control signal for no cancer cells.
Results obtained by comparison to PSA standards in calf serum were as follows: sample 1, 90
attogram (ag) PSA/cell; sample 2, 51 ag PSA/cell; and sample 3, 830 ag PSA/cell. Using the
“gold standard” histological tissue stain scoring system36 on the standard scoring scale of 0
−3+, all of the tissue samples scored 3+ for PSA. Results show that differences in PSA
concentration can be detected with the SWNT immunosensors for tissue samples that cannot
be distinguished by the immunohistochemistry staining method.
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Discussion
Results described above show that SWNT immunosensors can accurately detect cancer
biomarkers in complex biological samples with very high sensitivity (Figure 3) and selectivity
(Figures 4 and 5). Further, the immunosensors have a very good reproducibility, as
demonstrated by device-to-device standard deviations with both Ab2-CNT-HRP bioconjugates
and conventional single-label HRP-Ab2. The best sensitivity is obtained using the Ab2-CNT-
HRP bioconjugates with high enzyme label/ Ab2 ratios for signal amplification. The success
of this novel signal amplification strategy also depends on minimizing the nonspecific binding
(NSB) of the secondary antibody material, which commonly controls the detection limit of
sandwich immunoassays.6,13 NSB was effectively controlled by using BSA and Tween-20 in
blocking buffers, providing sensitivity to PSA at concentrations as low as 4 pg mL−1 in only
10 μL of undiluted calf serum (Figure 3A), which contains ∼1010 times more unrelated protein
than the cancer biomarker being detected.38 Furthermore, SWNT immunosensors were
capable of sensitive quantitative measurement of PSA in 1000 prostate cancer cells (Figure 5),
in tissue samples that cannot be distinguished from one another with the best immunostaining
methodologies. In addition, good accuracy was demonstrated by excellent correlation of
SWNT immunosensor results obtained in two different ways for PSA in human serum samples
with standard ELISA results on the same samples (Figure 4).

SWNT immunosensors using the Ab2-CNT-HRP bioconju-gates gave superior mass
sensitivity to all commercial PSA immunoassays currently available. The immunosensors
require 10 times less sample than these methods, and had a mass detection limit 10−100 times
better than commercial assays such as ELISA, Elecsys, IMX, and Tandem-R.10-13 A recent
study21 reported elegant Si-nanowire nanotransistor devices encased in a microfluidics device
that achieved detection of 0.9 pg mL−1 PSA in undiluted monkey serum using conductance
changes associated with binding of PSA to anti-PSA antibodies on the nanowires. This is the
very best PSA detection limit reported thus far for an immunological device that does not
require PCR amplification39 and complex post-binding manipulations. From the reported flow
rate (150 μL/hr) and the time to steady-state (∼1200 s), 50 μL of sample was required to achieve
the reported nanotransistor detection limit in serum.21 The actual mass detection limit of the
Si nanotransistor (45 fg) in serum is slightly larger than what we found with SWNT
immunosensors (40 fg), although the difference is probably not statistically significant. An
advantage of our approach is that SWNT forest fabrication is simple, and requires only room
temperature, solution-based fabrication steps.

The high sensitivity of the SWNT immunosensors using the Ab2-CNT-HRP bioconjugates
relies upon three types of amplification: (a) the labeling protocol allows several hundred labels
per binding event provided by using Ab2-CNT-HRP bioconju-gates in place of conventional
Ab2-HRP; (b) SWNT forest properties including excellent conductivity and high surface area
that provides a high density of primary antibodies,25 and (c) the catalytic nature of the enzyme
label, in which HRP is activated by hydrogen peroxide to a ferryloxy form of the enzyme that
is electrochemically reduced in a catalytic cycle.40 It is possible that sensitivity could be
improved further by optimizing Ab2-CNT-HRP properties, and by further decreasing NSB of
these bioconjugates. Moreover, preliminary studies of SWNT arrays in our laboratories suggest
an excellent potential for array fabrication leading to real time multiplexed cancer biomarker
detection, an exciting possibility that we are currently exploring. Immobilization of enzyme
labels at the sensing element as in our approach is ideal for arrays as it prohibits electrochemical
crosstalk between array elements, which can occur with enzymes producing a soluble
electroactive product.41,42

In conclusion, we have demonstrated highly sensitive and selective electrochemical detection
of a protein cancer biomarker with SWNT immunosensors, as exemplified by the measurement
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of PSA in complex biomedical samples such as human serum and tissue lysates. The detection
limit of 4 pg mL−1 surpasses detection limits for PSA by commercial immunoassay methods,
as well as most recently reported experimental biosensor approaches. SWNT immunosensors
can be adapted easily for the detection of other relevant biomarkers and have the potential for
fabrication into arrays to facilitate multiplexed detection. We believe that such devices will
evolve toward a very promising future for reliable point-of-care diagnostics of cancer and other
diseases, and as tools for intra-operation pathological testing, proteomics, and systems biology.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Scheme 1.
Illustration of Detection Principles of SWNT Immunosensorsa
a On the bottom left is a tapping mode atomic force microscope image of a SWNT forest that
serves as the immunosensor platform. Above this on the left is a cartoon of a SWNT
immunosensor that has been equilibrated with an antigen, along with the biomaterials used for
fabrication (HRP is the enzyme label). Picture A on the right shows the immunosensor after
treating with a conventional HRP-Ab2 providing one label per binding event. Picture B on the
right shows the immunosensor after treating with HRP-CNT-Ab2 to obtain amplification by
providing numerous enzyme labels per binding event. The final detection step involves
immersing the immunosensor after secondary antibody attachment into a buffer containing
mediator in an electrochemical cell, applying voltage, and injecting a small amount of hydrogen
peroxide.
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Scheme 2.
Preparation of Ab2-MWCNT-HRP Bioconjugates
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Figure 1.
Amperometric response for SWNT immunosensors incubated with PSA in 10 μL undiluted
newborn calf serum for 1.25 h, then conventional anti-PSA-HRP in 2% BSA and 0.05%
Tween-20 for 1.25 h, (A) showing current at −0.3 V and 3000 rpm after placing electrodes in
buffer containing 1 mM hydroquinone mediator, then injecting H2O2 to 0.4 mM to develop
the signal. Controls shown on right with PSA concentrations: (a) full SWNT immunosensor
omitting addition of PSA, (b) immunosensor built on bare PG surface at 40 ng mL−1 PSA, (c)
immunosensor built on Nafion-iron oxide-coated PG surface at 40 ng mL−1 PSA; and (B)
influence of PSA concentration on steady-state amperometric current for SWNT
immunosensor using anti-PSA-HRP. Error bars in part B represent device-to-device standard
deviations (n = 3).
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Figure 2.
Tapping mode AFM images of sonicated, surface carboxylated MWCNTs isolated on smooth
freshly cleaved mica surfaces (A) not derivatized with protein; and (B) derivatized as Ab2-
CNT-HRP bioconjugate.
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Figure 3.
Amperometric response for SWNT immunosensors incubated with PSA (concentration in pg
mL−1 labeled on curves) in 10 μL undiluted newborn calf serum for 1.25 h: (A) current at −0.3
V and 3000 rpm using the Ab2-CNT-HRP bioconjugate (11 pmol mL−1 in HRP). Controls
shown on right with PSA concentrations: (a) full SWNT immunosensor omitting addition of
PSA, (b) immunosensor built on bare PG surface for 100 pg mL−1 PSA, (c) immunosensor
built on Nafion-iron oxide-coated PG electrode for 100 pg mL−1 PSA. (B) Influence of PSA
concentration on steady-state current for immunosensor using Ab2-CNT-HRP bioconjugate.
Error bars in part B represent device-to-device standard deviations (n = 3).
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Figure 4.
Amperometric current at −0.3 V and 3000 rpm for human serum samples and PSA standards
in calf serum (ng mL−1 labeled on curves, dashed lines). Immunosensors were incubated with
10 μL serum for 1.25 h followed by 10 μL 4 pmol mL−1 anti-PSA-HRP in 2% BSA and 0.05%
Tween-20 for 1.25 h: (A) current after placing electrodes in buffer containing 1 mM
hydroquinone mediator, then injecting H2O2 to 0.4 mM. Dashed lines are standards in calf
serum; solid lines are human serum samples; (B) Correlations of SWNT immunosensor results
for human serum samples found by using direct comparison to a calibration curve (□) and by
standard addition (▲) against results from ELISA determination (RSD ±10%) for the same
samples. Equations shown were found by linear regression.
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Figure 5.
Measurement of PSA in prostate cancer cells: (A) Micrograph of representative prostate cancer
biopsy stained with haemotoxylin and eosin to reveal areas of tumor and stromal cells (scale
bar at upper right is 100 microns). Cells were subsequently procured by laser microdissection
and processed for PSA detection by SWNT immunosensors. Nonmalignant normal cells (not
shown) were processed similarly. (B) Amperometric current −0.3 V and 3000 rpm in which
SWNT immunosensors were incubated with prostate tissue lysates (∼1000 cells) in 10 μL P-
TER buffer for 1.25 h followed by 10 μL anti-PSA-CNT-HRP bioconjugate (11 pmol mL−1

in HRP) in 0.05% Tween-20 for 1.25 h.
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